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Our COE Roles

Leela Kumaran is a Research Coordinator with the School of Teaching & 

Learning and has been providing support for faculty searches in the 

department and to other COE units for more than a decade. 

Mirela Vasconcelos is Executive Assistant to the Dean and provides 

assistance at the College level with faculty searches among other duties. 

She assists the hiring authority (the Dean) throughout the process, pre-

and post- campus interviews. 

Ellen Young is the COE’s coordinator of all things HR including the 

advertising of job positions, public notifications of meetings, and all the 

processes to set up and finalize hiring of personnel.  

So, How Did We Get Here?

• The framework started about a decade ago as a practice within one department in COE. 

• A need for standardization throughout COE led to the development of a more 

comprehensive and flexible process that could be adapted to individual unit needs.

• The overall focus was to streamline the process; reduce stress; make the candidate feel 

welcome and comfortable; and have a detailed resource in place for faculty and staff.

• The process works as intended only if all members work as a TEAM. A clear plan helps to 

divide responsibilities.

• We hope the UF community can take our method, modify it, and OWN it.
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What word(s) comes to 
mind when you think 

about faculty searches? 

You tell us!

Main Players

Search Chair

(SC)

Support Staff

(SS)

HR Personnel

(HR)
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Administrative Approval & First Steps

Search Chair (SC) & Search Committee appointed by Dean in consultation with Department Chair. 

Committee usually includes one senior doctoral student.

Support Staff (SS) also assigned.

Dean (hiring authority) informs department of the availability of position(s). 

SC, SS, and all committee members must complete training (PVO800).

At this meeting, the Dean “gives the charge” —

explaining the nature of the position and priorities of the department.

Committee works as a team to finalize the job description. 

SC coordinates with Dean’s office to schedule first Committee meeting. 

Pre-Search Preparation 
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HR sets up Interfolio

application box. 
Works 
with

Provides access to 

Advertise position through list serves/ friends/ social media/ conferences.

(If planning for paid advertising, SC to seek prior approval from Dean through HR)
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Search Process: Application Review

First evaluation of all applicants completed by individual search committee members. 

Online evaluation available on Interfolio.

Sample offline evaluation sheet
(All documents subject to Sunshine State Laws)

Committee meets to discuss applications. 

Shortlists candidates for phone/ Zoom interviews.

SC / SS sets up time/ links for phone/ Zoom interviews.

SPARK (one-way interview) may be available soon for all.

Inform HR of all meetings at 

least three days in advance; 

HR to post for public per 

Sunshine State law.

SC receives approval from Dean for selected finalist candidates.

Committee sets up phone interview protocol / process; conducts 

interviews; shortlists candidates for campus interviews.

Search Process: Setting dates

SS / SC request HR to source reference letters for finalist candidates. 

SC contacts selected candidates to confirm interest in the position.

After candidate confirms, SC introduces SS. 

SS works with Dean’s offices/ SC / Department chair to find best dates for campus visits.

SC or SS confirms candidate availability. 

SS / SC matches availability with candidate schedule to finalize interview dates.

(3 days: Arrive PM of Day #1; Meetings on Day #2; Spill over meetings and departure on Day #3)
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Search Process: Setting up Travel

SS writes to candidate for information needed to set up UFID, transportation, and 

lodging (name/ DOB/ Address/ Phone/ SSN).

Use DocuSign for security.

SS reserves hotel rooms (usually 2 nights); books flights / car rental as needed;

sends CC authorization (for room & parking only) and tax exempt certificate to hotel. 

SS writes to Travel@ufl.edu to receive approval for processing travel for all candidates. 

(Candidate name and UFID are required.)

SS or HR sets up UFIDs for all candidates. 

SS sets up Travel Authorization (TA) for all candidates. 

TA will be approved by Dean’s Office, who also provides Chartfield information.

Local Arrangements

SS writes to candidate confirming flights/ hotel.

SC requests research presentation title from candidate.

SC/ SS invites colleagues/ doctoral students to help with leading events.

SS begins drafting interview itinerary.

If real estate tour is included in agenda, SS introduces realtor to candidate.

SS organizes swag gift bag as available. 

(UF branded notepads/cups/pens/bags/etc.)
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Finalizing the Agenda

SS and SC collaborate to finalize agenda; Two versions to be created.

Detailed Agenda with transitions 

for internal circulation.

Outline Agenda for candidate 

and outside distribution.

SC shares outline agenda with candidate along with Personnel Affiliations document.

SS / SC sends transition agenda and candidate CV to everyone involved in the search.

SS creates custom Personnel Affiliations document based on meetings in agenda (Optional).

SS / SC prepares candidate feedback form (paper / electronic).

SC sends out invitations to all COE personnel to attend job talk. 

SS / SC provide advanced notice to IT / ETC for audio-visual aid as needed.

Interview Days and After

SS ensures candidate has checked out of hotel on last day of visit. 

SC / SS provides hard copies of candidate feedback form at larger meetings.

Sends electronic links for feedback by email.

SS reconciles related PCard charges.

SS processes reimbursements to COE faculty for meals with candidates 

through Travel module, using ‘Recruitment expenses’ code; itemized receipts needed.

After candidate returns home, SS requests travel related expense receipts. 

Candidate meals not already covered by UF are calculated at standard UF rates 

and according to travel time; no receipts are needed.

SS processes travel Expense Report (ER), confirms candidate approval and submits.
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Wrapping Up

Dean reaches out to top candidate(s) to negotiate and make an offer.

Search Committee reviews campus interviews and feedback.

SC meets with the Dean to review Committee recommendations.

After negotiations are complete, HR works with the Dean to create a formal Letter of Offer.

Once the offer is formally accepted, HR starts onboarding.

Dean informs the College community of new hire.

SC personally calls/ emails unsuccessful campus interviewees.

HR emails other applicants.

Tell us again…

What word(s) would 

you NOW use when 

you think about faculty 

searches? 
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COVID Adjustments

• With travel restrictions in place, fewer steps and faster turnaround is possible.

• Maintain a comparable agenda, with all meetings conducted electronically via Zoom.

• Arrange for virtual realtor tours.

• Pay attention to time differences between us and candidates.

• Create individual Zoom links for each meeting to avoid surprise visitors.

• Have ‘waiting room’ set up in Zoom.

• Be extra careful not to expose electronic links to private meetings in publicly available sites.

• Provide a cell phone number for candidate to contact in case of any glitch. 

Search-related UF Roles/ Trainings*

Task Role Role Code Training Module

Guide to Faculty Appointments, Recruitment & Hiring for UF Admins 

Hiring Grad Students and Fellows?

Guide to Hiring and Paying Foreign Nationals?

To be a participant in Faculty Search Committee 

PRO319

PRO318

PRO336

PVO800

Job requisition Originator security role

Approver security role

UF_N_JRQ Department Req Orig 

UF_N_JRQ Department Req Appr 

PST098

PST099

DocuSign Sender 

Author

UF_N_DOCUSIGN_SENDER 

UF_N_DOCUSIGN_AUTHOR 

PST280

PST290

UF Identity Management Create and manage UFID UF_PA_IDM_COORDINATOR BRG500

Travel Assist with travel

In-depth workshop on travel 

@UF

UF_FI_UNIVERSAL INQUIRY 

UF_EX_EMPLOYEE 

PST930

PRO306

PCard For all Users For all applying for a PCard

UF_PO_PCard_Approver

UF_PO_PCard_Reconciler

PST975

PST978

PST978

*Requirements are regularly updated; this list may not include all trainings required by a unit.
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Useful Links

• UF Job Site to share with candidates 

• All about UF DocuSign

• Setting up UF Identifier (UFID) 

• UF Travel

• UF Onboarding Toolkit

• UF: A-Z of Hiring

• Getting to Know Gainesville:

• Home Magazine-Gainesville

• Visit Gainesville

QUESTIONS?
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https://jobs.ufl.edu/
https://it.ufl.edu/ufdocusign/
http://identity.it.ufl.edu/process/uf-identifier/
https://www.fa.ufl.edu/departments/travel/
https://hr.ufl.edu/manager-resources/recruitment-staffing/hiring-center/best-onboarding-practices-for-leaders/onboarding-101-toolkit/
https://hr.ufl.edu/manager-resources/recruitment-staffing/hiring-center/
https://homemagazinegainesville.com/
https://www.visitgainesville.com/
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Sample of Advertized Job Description

Sample of Advertized Job Description

InterInterfolio (through my.ufl.edu >HR>Recruitment)
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From Interfolio

From job 

description

Confirming interest in position 

IIntroducing SS
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Gathering information
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* Common across all agendas 

Agenda Items

Introducing the realtor
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Notes:

Our SCs most often meet candidates at airport, if arriving in GNV. 

Swag, if available, is given at this time or at initial dinner.  
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Personnel affiliations Feedback form
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Wrapping up

Onboarding
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Welcome to COE

Sample Letters 

For Unsuccessful Candidates
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THANK YOU
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